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SAND TUNES 
The Desert Storm Rally is not for the weak-hearted. Despite heat and challenging surroundings of Thar desert, 

the arduous event attracts scores of cars and bikes every year. TN Vimal Sankar finds out why... 

Q otting camel carcasses is not the 
sight one expects while planning 
a trip to the desert. It's the majes
tic dunes and safaris that come to 
mind. It's also about clicking that 
perfect picture when the sun 
goes down, creating a light that 
makes Instgrammers on wander
lust go crazy 

While both sides exist, the first 
one is more common in the Thar 
desert. And that's when you real
ise how deadly the heat is. It's 
like the last scene from Majid 
Majidi's Pedar or The Father. 
Mehrollah was never really able 
to accept his stepfather until 
both of them got stranded in the 
middle of the desert. After their 
motorcycle broke down, the duo 
was still fighting and arguing till 
the stepfather portrayed by Mo
hamad Kasebi collapsed. Unable 
to bear the heat, Mehrollah pan
icked and ran to find an oasis so 
that both could survive. 

The Maruti Suzuki Desert 
Storm is one of the toughest ral
lies in the country. Many times, 
riders or drivers face situations 
like that of Mehrollah and his 
stepfather. Vehicles give up in the 
heat. The highly pimped and so
phisticated beasts are no match 
to the might of nature. 

Chances of injury are high. 
There is also the risk of acci
dents. Stranded in the middle of 
the desert, the only difference be
tween Mehrollah and the drivers 
is a guarantee of help. 

Yet, there are so many from 
different backgrounds bravely 
tackling the odds on wheels. "My 
father is a farmer and we are a 
middle-class family. But I loved 
bikes since I was a kid and it was 
a dream to participate in some
thing like this. I did a diploma 
and am working in Bengaluru. A 
few years back, I came across 
an article about CS San-
thosh and it said that he 
was coming to the BigRo-
ck Motopark in Kolar, 
which is my native as 
well," says HC Pradeep, a 
private rider, one who does 
not have sponsors. 

That's when Pradeep decided 
what he wanted to do. "I went 
there determined to meet him 
and told him I wanted to take this 
(biking) up more seriously. He 
helped me out. I don't have a 
sponsor yet. I am hoping that 
someone will spot me here and 
help me out. I have got money 
from my father and people in my 
city have helped too. I don't have 
a great salary but to complete the 
Desert Storm is my dream and 
here I am riding with an injury. 
My shoulder is dislocated and 
my hip is paining. I suffered the 
injury in BigRock a week before 
the rally. But I had already 
booked tickets and everything 
and couldn't afford to cancel 
those. I worked hard to get here. 
I won't let an injury take that 
away from me." 

In the four-wheeler section of 
the same competition there were 
people in a Range Rover worth 
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switched to cars 
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This year's Desert Storm held from March 17-23 w itnessed a rise in the number of participants 

^2.5 crore. A stock Jeep Wrangler 
worth ?70 lakh was the next fan
cy automobile on display. They 
were driven by businessmen pas
sionate about the sport. There 
were also ladies revving up their 

bikes and cars. Some were pro
fessionals and some were 

there just for the thrill. 
They were a wide variety 
of people from different 
cultures whose hearts 

start beating as they 
accelerate. 

Most of it happens purely out 
of passion, given that incentives 
are not worth mentioning. "I 
take care of my family business. 
It's not easy in motorsports as 
you never know how much you 
will end up spending," says Aab
hishek Mishra, who won the 
Xtreme category with co-driver 
V Venu Rameshkumar. "A lot of 
things matter, from preparing 
the car to running the rally. 
While the prize money is no
where close to what we spend, 
love for the sport keeps us going. 
It is unfortunate that the sport is 
not yet properly recognised in In
dia. There has been some devel
opment in the last four-five years, 
especially for the bikers. I hope 
that someday, the government 
will involve themselves more in 
the sport as I feel that it is the 
only way forward," he says. 

It's not easy for the established 
ones either. Santosh, who rides 
for HeroMoto Sports, agrees. 

This is Aabhishek 
Mishra's third 
Desert Storm 

title. 

Entries this 
year 

Categories: 
Xtreme, Moto, 

Endure and 
Xplore 

Tough stages 
spread across 

five days 
Spread across 11 stages 
in a time period of five 

days, a total of 2,500km 
with timed section of 

900km was covered by 
the participants. It was 
flagged off in Noida and 
finished in Jaisalmer. A 

total of 200 officials, 70 
mobile radio stations 
and 11 safety vehicles 
were involved in the 

rally. 

Different 
categories, 

different rules 
The Xtreme and Moto 
categories were based 

on the fastest time 
concept — one has to 

cover the entire rally in 
the fastest time — while 
the Xplore and Endure 
categories were based 
on TSD (Time-Speed-

Distance) format. 

Every race is different 
St there is a lot of 

pressure on us (fully 
sponsored riders). It's 
not just about going 
fast. You need to be 

consistent and finish 
the rally. You need a 

little bit of luck as well 
CS Santosh, two-time 
Dakar Rally participant 

For me switching from 
bikes to being a 

navigator was easy. I 
just wanted to be 

involved in motorsports 
(not as an official) 
somehow. I am st ill 
biking and it will 

always be my first love. 
V Venu Rameshkumar, 
title-winning navigator 

"Every race is different and there 
is a lot of pressure on us (fully 
sponsored riders). It's not just 
about going fast. You need to be 
consistent and finish the rally. 
You need to concentrate and put 
in a lot of effort and you need a 
little bit of luck as well," says the 
Bengaluru man, who has fin
ished the Dakar Rally twice. San
tosh and the ones of his like have 
full-fledged service and medical 
teams. There is a chief mechanic 
with his crew. Staying in good ho
tels over the course of six days, 
they make sure that riders get 
the vehicle in perfect condition. 
The money invested is huge and 
pressure that Santosh is talking 
about is understandable. 

Some are also here to get ready 
for something that is every rid
er's dream — Dakar Rally, which 
is considered to be the toughest 
cross-country rally in the world. 
"This is a great opportunity and 
I want to make use of it ahead of 
Dakar," said Santolino Lorenzo 
of TVS Racing, who was making 
his debut in Desert Storm. 

The desert and motorsports 
are not for the weak. We will have 
to wait and see if it continues to 
grow in the country. But India is 
not short of people willing to 
take the risk and go full throttle. 
With so much passion, how come 
there are so few riders or drivers 
from India at the top level of the 
sport? That's another story! 
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